



PEISO Presents: A Night Under The Stars 

Magdalena von Eccher, piano

Tara MacLean’s Atlantic Blue in Concert


Conducted by Dr. Karem J. Simon


Introduction by Mark Shapiro, PEISO Music Director


~ Intermission ~ 

Monday, September 7th, 2020 | 8:00pm

Brackley Drive-In Theatre, Brackley Beach, PEI

Filmed at the Confederation Centre of the Arts  

Star Burning Blue (8 mins) 
Performed by Magdalena von Eccher


Piano Concerto in F Minor [Largo] (4 mins) 
Performed by Magdalena von Eccher with

PEISO Chamber Orchestra


Eine Kleine Nachtmusik  
[A Little Night Music] (20 mins) 
Performed by PEISO Chamber Orchestra

Kelly-Marie Murphy


Johann Sebastian Bach 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 

Atlantic Blue in Concert (50 mins)

Performed by Tara MacLean with

Jon Matthews, Trevor Grant,

PEISO Chamber Orchestra

Various Composers 
Orchestral Arrangements by  

Natalie Williams Calhoun



Magdalena von Eccher 
Magdalena von Eccher is recognized as one of 
Canada’s finest musicians.  Her performances as a 
solo pianist, with orchestra, collaborating with 
singers, and in chamber music are earning the 
highest praise from fellow musicians and are loved 
by audiences. She has been on faculty at the 
University of Lethbridge and McGill University and 
was recently appointed Assistant Professor of 
Piano at the University of Prince Edward Island. 
Magdalena is an active soloist and chamber 

musician, performing regularly throughout North America and Europe. Recent engagements have 
included performances at the Festival of the Sound, McGill University’s Musical Chairs Festival, 
the Canadian Opera Company in Toronto, the Mozarteum in Salzburg, and concerto appearances 
with the Lethbridge Symphony Orchestra and the Rocky Mountain Symphony Orchestra.


 

Tara MacLean 

Prince Edward Island’s Tara MacLean 
has been an internationally renowned 
and award winning artist for over 20 
years. She released her first album with 
the Nettwerk Music Group in 1996 and 
since then has been signed with Capitol 
Records, Sony Music/ATV Publishing 
and EMI Canada with her Juno 
nominated band Shaye. Her latest solo 
album Deeper has already garnered an East Coast Music Award for Solo Recording of the Year 
and a SOCAN songwriter of the year award for the song Ghosting Me, as well as several other 
nominations.


Tara has recently received the Senate of Canada Medal for her work for Truth and Reconciliation, 
sits on the board of the Women’s Network, and just finished a run of three summer seasons with 
her hit theatre show, “Atlantic Blue- The Stories of Atlantic Canada’s Iconic Songwriters” in 
Charlottetown. The summer of 2019 saw Atlantic Blue produced by the world famous 
Charlottetown Festival, playing three nights a week to sold out crowds. She is thrilled to be 
performing Atlantic Blue with the PEI Symphony this summer.  



Karem J Simon 

Conductor, clarinetist, educator Karem J Simon 
has been a member of the UPEI Department of 
Music Faculty since 1991. He is known as a 
passionate and sensitive musician, able to inspire 
players and musicians of diverse backgrounds. 
His philosophies and methodologies have been 
forged through his thirty-seven years of public 
school and university teaching, and synthesized 
through his experiences and studies with some of 
the leading wind band conductors – John Paynter, 
Eugene Corporon, Dale Lonis, Michael Haithcock, 
Craig Kirchoff among them. In 2001 Dr. Simon 
was recipient of the Association of Atlantic 
University’s Teaching Excellence Award for 
Instructional Leadership. Prior to his appointment 
at UPEI, Dr. Simon worked for ten years in Corner 
Brook, Newfoundland school system. He holds a 
Doctor of Music Degree from the University of 
British Columbia, a Masters Degree from 

Northwestern University, and Bachelor Degrees in Music and Education from Mount Allison 
University.

 

Under his direction the UPEI Wind Symphony has produced nineteen CDs and has been 
acclaimed for its performance standard and progressive approach to programming. He is 
constantly seeking collaborations with others to provide unique platforms to showcase the Wind 
Symphony. Performances at St. Dunstan’s Basilica, Zion Presbyterian, and Park Royal Churches 
in recent years have been met with capacity audiences. In addition, the Wind Symphony has 
collaborated in performance with most of the Island’s School Band programmes.

 

Conducting engagements with The PEI Symphony Orchestra, the National Youth Band of 
Canada, and a variety of provincial Honour Bands highlight his career. In addition, he is very 
active as a clarinetist in solo, chamber, and symphonic roles. Dr. Simon has been a guest artist 
with the Prince Edward Island Symphony, the Saint John String Quartet, Gros Morne Summer 
Music, the Atlantic String Machine and the International Clarinet Association’s ClarinetFest. As a 
member of eklektikos, he has been involved with the premieres of contemporary chamber music. 



The PEISO Chamber Orchestra 

Violin 1 
Hok Kwan 
Sam Murphy 
Judy Yun  

Violin 2 
Karen Graves 
Margo Connors  
Maggie Lillo 

Viola 
*Gail Teixeira 
Sponsored by Patricia Craig 
Jeffrey Bazett-Jones 

Cello 
Natalie Williams Calhoun 
Wendy Evers-Forrester 

Bass 
Adam Hill 

Flute 
*Morgan Saulnier 
Sponsored by Hugh and Sandra MacDonald  

*You can sponsor a particular performer in the PEI Symphony Orchestra—you will receive a charitable tax 
receipt, be named in our program and may meet with your sponsored musician. 


Our charitable number is 11910 3216 RR000. Donate online at peisymphony.com or mail to: PEI Symphony 
Orchestra, PO Box 185, Charlottetown, PE C1A 7K4 902-892-4333 • admin@peisymphony.com 

Clarinet 
Amy Simon 
Ruth Simon 

Horn 
Darin MacBeth 
Jennifer Holdway 

Trumpet 
Laura MacLeod 

Trombone 
*Dale Sorensen 
Sponsored by Anonymous 

Tuba 
Greg Irvine 

Percussion  
Michael Gallant  

Piano  
Magdalena Von Eccher 

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!



Programme Notes 
Kelly-Marie Murphy 
Born: September 4, 1964 – Cagliari, Italy


• Kelly-Marie Murphy was born on a NATO base in 
Sardegna, Italy, and grew up on Canadian Armed Forces 
bases all across Canada. Though currently living in Ottawa 
she said in a recent interview that she considers Calgary 
home as many of her formative years were spent there.  

• She holds two degrees from the University of Calgary and 
completed her doctorate studies at Leeds University. 

• She won her first prize, the first New Works Calgary 
Composers’ Competition, in 1992 and has continued to win 
an impressive list of awards at international competitions 
since. 

A complete biography of Kelly-Marie Murphy can be found on her website at: https://
kellymariemurphy.com/.


Star Burning Blue 
• A solo piano piece, it was commissioned by the Esther Honens International Piano 

Competition for Maxim Philippov.   He premiered the work on November 15, 2000 in 
Calgary.  

• In a single movement lasting 8 minutes, Dr. Murphy traces the life cycle of a main 
sequence supergiant star. 

• In her thoughts on the work Kelly-Marie Murphy explains:   This piece explores a musical 
cycle of power and energy, where stability spins out of control and then is regained.   The 
tempo increases, the range becomes more and more extreme.  When the shattering finally 
occurs, time is slowed by relativistic effects as high energy fragments rush out into the 
vacuum.   The irony is that this peaceful moment is created by violent destruction.   As the 
particles of music drift, they are eventually caught in their mutual attraction and coalesce 
once again. 

Magdalena von Eccher shared a few insights with us on performing the piece: Star Burning Blue 
brings the listener into a vivid and evocative soundscape. Murphy’s writing, utilizing the whole 
expanse of the keyboard, is filled with swirling patterns and percussive effects which accumulate 
through sequences and intensifying harmonies. One has the sense of spinning at an ever-
increasing speed, stability gradually eroding and inevitably disintegrating in a wild explosion. 
Virtuosic and brilliant, this music is exciting and dramatic, creating a visceral experience for 
performer and listener. 

https://kellymariemurphy.com/
https://kellymariemurphy.com/
https://www.universetoday.com/25325/supergiant-star/


Johann Sebastian Bach 
Born: March 31, 1685 Eisenach, Thuringia, Germany  
Died:  July 28, 1750 Leipzig, Saxony, Germany 

A Few Facts About J. S. Bach 
• Bach’s father Johann Ambrosius was a 7th generation 

musician and taught his son the violin and harpsichord.  
When Bach was 10 years old both his parents died 
within months of each other.  He was left in care of his 
elder brother Johann Christoph who taught him to play 
the organ. 

• Bach’s eleven year tenure at the Court of Duke Wilhelm 
Ernst in Weimer came to an unhappy conclusion.  On 
November 6th  1717 it is recorded that he “was confined 
to the County Judge's place of detention for too 
stubbornly forcing the issue of his dismissal and finally 
on December 2 was freed from arrest with notice of his 
unfavourable discharge.” 

   Read on in our extended programme notes!

Bach’s Keyboard Concerto in F Minor (Largo) BWV 1056 

• The harpsichord appeared late amongst the solo instruments featured in concerti and there is a 
possibility that Bach was the first composer to write concerti for the keyboard  

• The second movement (Largo) of BWV 1056 is a short 3 minutes and serenely simple. The 
melody elegantly, almost tenderly, weaves its way over a pizzicato arrangement on the strings, 
ending with a collective sigh.  

• The piece is an arrangement of the Sinfonia to Cantata 156, Ich steh mit einem Fuß im Grabe (I 
stand with one foot in the grave), which in itself may have been borrowed from an oboe concerto 
in F major. So, in this case we may be listening to an arrangement of an arrangement in an 
arrangement for piano!  

• It has also been noted that there are similarities to the Andante of Georg Philipp Telemann’s Flute 
Concerto in G major. Bach may have been elaborating on his friend’s piece – an aged old tradition 
amongst composers. 

• Glen Gould’s performance of the largo was used in George Roy Hill’s film version of Kurt 
Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse Five. Gould provided the majority of the soundtrack – all of it music 
composed by Bach.  

There are many versions available on YouTube including:  
 
Glen Gould  
Maria João Pires  
Simone Dinnerstein 

https://peisymphony.com/a-night-under-the-stars/
https://peisymphony.com/a-night-under-the-stars/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67GARXV3s3g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zc5lhK00GSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXn9fpRUjcM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67GARXV3s3g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zc5lhK00GSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXn9fpRUjcM


 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
Born – January 27 1756 – Salzburg, Holy Roman 
Empire (Austria) 
Died – December 5, 1791 – Vienna, Holy Roman 
Empire (Austria) 

A few Mozartian myths debunked? 

• Mozart was not the “divinely-inspired vulgarian” 
that the movie Amadeus would have us 
believe.  He had the facility to recall music he 
had heard only once with 100% precision. He 
was known to be obsessively organized and 
kept a detailed log of everything he’d 
composed.  Perhaps today we’d think of him as 
having a touch of OCD.  

• He didn’t die in poverty.  In 1789-90 he had 
major financial problems but the following year 
he had received annuities from wealthy 
patrons, sold dance music and had a stipend 
as Imperial Chamber Composer.  He was no 
longer borrowing money and was paying off his 
debts when he took fatally ill.

Eine kleine Nachtmusik - Serenade No. 13 for strings in G Major, K. 525 

• The piece is brief and composed for modest resources: 
◦ The four movements last approximately 20 minutes 
◦ The orchestra is made up of 4 violins, 2 violas, 2 cellos, 2 basses  

• Completed August 10 1787, probably on commission, no details of its performance are known.  

• The popular title comes from a jotting Mozart made beside the work in his log.  He casually noted 
that he had written “eine kleine nachtmusik” or “a little serenade.”  

• He also recorded that there were five movements rather than the four that we hear today. The 
whereabouts of that fifth movement, a second minuet and trio, is unknown.  

• The piece wasn’t published in his lifetime. In 1799 Constanze was in need of cash and sold it as 
part of a job lot to Johann André, a German publisher.  It remained unpublished for the next 28 
years until it was released with a number of other Mozart’s compositions.  

• Oddly though Mozart passed over it as just another “little serenade” it is thought to be his most 
performed and recorded composition.  

• A complete analysis of each of the four movements can be found here (BMSB Music Magazine)

Read on in our extended 
programme notes!

https://peisymphony.com/a-night-under-the-stars/
https://peisymphony.com/a-night-under-the-stars/
https://medium.com/@bmsbmusic/mozarts-eine-kleine-nachtmusik-the-analysis-adfdcc680318
https://medium.com/@bmsbmusic/mozarts-eine-kleine-nachtmusik-the-analysis-adfdcc680318
https://peisymphony.com/a-night-under-the-stars/
https://peisymphony.com/a-night-under-the-stars/


Atlantic Blue 

“ … we wanted the show to kind of be like 
Christmas morning, unwrapping each artist 
and surprising the audience with each song 
as we went along. We heard so many gasps 
of surprise as the show went on and set up 
each artist in a particular way.” 

Tara MacLean – on Atlantic Blue 

For the past three summers Tara has been 
giving audiences here on the Island 
Christmas in July as she unwraps the 
musical story of Atlantic Canada.  She takes 
us on a journey into the past, telling a tale of 
how music arrived and thrived on the East 
Coast. And each gift reveals something of 
the struggle and the joy of life here on the 
shores of the Atlantic for its creator and the 
people it was created for.


Tonight, even audiences who have enjoyed 
past performances of Atlantic Blue are in for 
a surprise. Tara, with the help of the PEI 

Symphony Orchestra, will be adding to that Christmas morning feeling: she’ll be giving us our 
musical gifts in gorgeous new wrapping.  Jointly commissioned by Tara and the PEISO, noted 
Island musician Natalie Williams Calhoun has arranged the songs for a full symphony orchestra. 
As well as giving them an added richness and depth the new arrangements will allow Tara to 
share our musical heritage with wider audiences across Canada and North America, and on her 
International tours.


“I am beyond thrilled to have the opportunity to perform the songs from Atlantic Blue with the 
PEISO.” says MacLean, “It is the pinnacle experience to have the chance to perform with a full 
orchestra in this way. I love that we get to film it and then project it at the Drive-in! It’s such a 
creative way to bring the music to the people. I’ve never been more excited about a performance 
in my life.” 

Tara shares more insight into Atlantic Blue on her website here. Visit her homepage here.


Program notes are researched and compiled by Will Hobbs.

http://www.taramacleanmusic.com/atlantic-blue
http://www.taramacleanmusic.com/home

